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BRIEF
Create a PR-driven campaign that positions STROKE-Riksförbundet as the go-to organization for people
who got a stroke and people close to someone who did. The campaign aims on making media and key
opinion leaders see STROKE-Riksförbundet as the main point of contact in all matters related to stroke.
GOALS
• Increase awareness and strengthen relationship between organisation and target groups.
• Identify and build relationships with key opinion leaders (journalists, media, other organisations).
• Make it possible for people to support STROKE-Riksförbundet spontaneously.
TARGET GROUP
• STROKE-Riksförbundet’s secondary target group are people who know someone that got stroke.
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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATION
There are many organizations fighting different medical issues, and fighting for attention. To stand out,
STROKE-Riksförbundet should turn to the unexpected to create awareness, fame and impact. For the campaign
to succeed, we have chosen to narrow down the target group to an audience and community with the power to
break through in the digital and global media landscape; gamers.
Why gamers? Because they are the sons and daughters of people at risk of getting a stroke. At risk of seeing
their parents die, gamers could become emotionally invested in supporting STROKE-Riksförbundet.
By engaging gamers around our message in connection to something they care about, we avoid the mistake
of looking at the target group strictly out of a demographic perspective.
Gamers are a target group with a huge potential, as the gaming community leads the way on digital
platforms like YouTube, Twitch, Reddit and more. Swedish newspapers Aftonbladet and Metro even has their
own esports categories covering gaming. Additionally, many gaming influencers are from Sweden.
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THE PLAYING FIELD
Counter–Strike: Global Offensive, CS: GO, is one of the most popular and well-renown games in the Esports community. It is free to play through download on gaming-platform STEAM and has about one
million players each month. The game is huge and is considered one of the most iconic first-person
shooter titles of its generation. And media all over the world has dedicated subdomains covering E-sport.
In Sweden, esports is its own category on newspaper Aftonbladet’s sport site.
And the country is among the leading nations in esports overall.
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CREATIVE INSIGHT
Gamers face death every day. As a matter of fact, death is at the core of the gaming experience when
playing first-person shooter games like CS: GO. So, what if we could turn death into a message for stroke?
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IDEA

Counter-Stroke
A game mode that kills players mid-game of a stroke, to raise awareness about the fact
that a stroke can happen to anyone, anytime.
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How does it work?
Together with CS: GO we launch a special server configuration applied to all of their public servers
on a Friday afternoon, ready for all the upcoming weekend players. The configuration is flawed on
purpose: players can die suddenly, without having been shot, by getting a stroke.
While leaving the player affected by the condition confused and probably slightly angry, we have a
perfect opportunity to educate the gamer about stroke and how to prevent it.
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GAME OVER

YOU GOT A STROKE.
Click to read what you can do to prevent it.

When players click, they get different facts about strokes and how to spot early symptoms.

Sudden trouble seeing in one or both eyes.

Sudden trouble speaking and
or difficulty understanding.

Sudden paralysis or numbness of the face,
arm or leg.

In-game information is shared about how to spot early symptoms of a stroke.
Before players are brought back into the game, we ask players to donate to the Stroke
Fund, to help them continue their important work of education and lobbying to prevent one
of the world's major causes of death.

Face. Ask the person to smile. Does one side of the face drop?
Speech. Ask the person to repeat a simple phrase.
Is his or her speech slurred or strange?

Arms. Ask the person to raise both arms. Does one arm drift downward?
Or is one arm unable to rise?

Time. If you observe any of these signs, call 112 immediately.

Stroke kills. Donate $10 to save lives.
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PR STRATEGY
The weekend prior to International Stroke Day (Oct 29, 2019) our idea is to activate COUNTER-STROKE as
an international awareness and fundraising campaign targeting the gaming community. By targeting
international media through PR, we are reaching Swedish players who get their gaming-news from
international sites such as Kotaku, ESPN and EsportsInsider.
Following the campaign launch in media, we active the campaign in real life through events on October 29
at Swedish gaming cafés such as Inferno Online. We invite media and stakeholders such as politicians and
Twitch streamers to join us for gaming and stroke-seminars. Topics include how to prevent stroke and what
politicians can do to make post-stroke care equal all over the country.
The event is live streamed on Twitch as a charity stream hosted by various Counter-Strike influencers were
every dollar gets donated to STROKE-Riksförbundet.

Politicians, journalists, teenagers, Twitch streamers and people who’ve survived stroke meet at the event.
The events add another round of local PR, with some great possibilities for eye-catching headlines.
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So, what have we done?
•

We have turned ”death” into a message for stroke, by engaging one of the most active internet community’s in order
to break into the broader news cycle.

•

With an edgy, digital based PR idea and channel strategy, we have enabled spontaneous donations to the stroke fund.
And engaged politicians, influencers and the public, through live events.

•

We have proven that with creativity you can save lives — by taking them [virtually].
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COUNTER-STROKE
PLAY AGAIN
Team:
Erik Filén, PR/Creative
Samuel Skwarski, PR/Creative

